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Problem statement and background 

❑ The COVID-19 pandemic brought many and new challenges 
both and mainly for the patients as well as for the patients 
organizations. 

❑ All face to face patients meetings were canceled.

❑ Patients were scared and afraid to go to hospitals 

❑ Patients were lacking information on what they can and can’t 
do.

❑ Due to Lockdown patients without a car could not get to 
hospitals from their home and back. 

❑ Patients were closed at home and suffered psychological issues

❑ There was shortage of face masks for patients at hospital



Implementation (I)

How did you implement this project?

Outline key challenges and successes while implementing the project.

Created a 
transportati
on program 
for all blood 

cancer 
patients

Strengthen 
our psyco-

social 
support 

programs

Published 
national and 
International 

recommendat
ions for each 

disease 

Weekly 
webinar on 

various 
urgent  
topics

We have 
switched 

all 
activities to 

virtual

We purchased thousands of facemasks and protective glasses

for  patients in hospitals



Implementation (II)

How did we implement the transportation project?

❑ Collaboration with our National  
Hematologists association and all PO

❑ Setting the criterias for participants  

❑ Finding the best cost effective solution

❑ Fund raising from all local Pharmas

❑ locating the operators of the program.

❑ Publishing the program in all hospitals  



Result and Impact:

Results and outcome  for patients from April till 30.10.2020

❑ Great responses from all stakeholders- Drs, 
social workers, nurses and patients.

❑ from April till October 2020 we did 880
transfers for more than 220 patients from all 
regions of the country. 

❑ we raised 75,000 Euros from 8 companies. The 
cost so far is 41,000 Euros. 

❑The project will continue as long as needed. 



Implementation (II)

How did we implement the transition to new virtual reality?

❑ we contracted a virtual conference company to handle    
logistics and technical issues

❑ We set up a weekly webinar either on Zoom or Facebook

❑ The topics ranged from: Dealing with the Corona, psychological 
support, changes in treatment and monitoring, Virtual Drs
appointments, nutrition during the pandemic, home exercise, 
patients rights, alternative and complimentary treatments 
during the pandemic.

❑ We set up home workshops of writing and photograpgy

❑ We continued the disease specific presentations with the first 
BMT patients virtual conference ever. 



Result and Impact: 

❑ Huge number of viewers ranging from 350 to 

4000 for different webinars and FB live.

❑All talks and presentations were recorded and 

uploaded to our Youtube and website 

❑Many new contacts by patients and number of 

members increased significantly (10-15 % in both 

PO) 

❑Social Media activities and outreach increased 

through new digital company. 



Conclusion and recommendation: 

What do you recommend to other CML patient advocates if they want to

do the same.

❑ Try to contract an expert Digital company that  can support you with all 

aspects needed  including:  Digital activities strategy, writing posts and 

newsletters, Graphic design of all publications, managing social 

channels including Google grants, Youtube, Facebook and Tweeter.

❑ Get familiar with all virtual platforms like Zoom, FB live, Go to Webinars, 

Teams etc and know which one to use for which audience.

❑ Adjust your resources to the activities you plan- especially human 

resources.

❑ Try to keep the virtual meetings as interactive as possible with plenty of 

opportunities to ask questions and make comments.

❑ Use the pandemic time to cover topics you usually do not  present like 

Home exercises , writing personal story  for example. 

❑ Strengthen the relations with all stakeholders especially HCP.





Thank you for your attention

giora1@inter.net.il
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